
General Purpose: LS1203-HD General Purpose Handheld Scanner
 

LS1203-HD General Purpose Handheld Scanner

  

Affordable, durable, high-quality laser scanner designed to read small, high density 1D barcodes; ideal for electronics manufacturers. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

 Zebra 

Description 

Fast, high-performance 1D laser scanner

The LS1203-HD handheld scanner is designed for electronics manufacturers who need to scan small, high density 1D barcodes on PCB
assemblies for track, trace, quality and other applications. Single board construction and a durable scan element significantly reduce downtime
and repair costs, and multiple interfaces help ensure connectivity to your system today and tomorrow.

Excellent Value for Everyday Use

 Designed for electronics manufacturers who need to scan small, high density 1D barcodes on PCB assemblies for track, trace, quality
and other applications, the LS1203-HD provides the performance and features needed to boost productivity day in and day out. Easy
and comfortable to use, this high-value cost-effective scanner offers reliability and investment protection.

Future-Proof and Durable to its core

With a single board construction and durable scan element, the LS1203-HD can easily stand up to daily use and those inevitable drops.
And integrated multiple interfaces provide the investment protection you need to ensure that the scanner you buy today will work with
tomorrow’s POS system.

Increased Productivity from the Start

Optimised to read small high-density 1D barcodes, the LS1203-HD provides quick and accurate data capture, increasing efficiency on
the factory floor and speeding the manufacturing process. Intuitive to use, the LS1203-HD virtually eliminates training requirements -
employees are up and running in minutes.
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Durable and future-proof

Easy and comfortable to use, this high-value cost-effective scanner offers the reliability and investment protection that have made Zebra
the global leader in handheld barcode scanning.

 

Dimensions

2.4 in. H x 7.1 in. L x 2.4 in. W
6.2 cm H x 18 cm L x 6 cm W

Weight

Approximately 4.3 oz. (122 g)

Colour

Twilight Black

Sealing

IP41

Drop Tolerance

Withstands multiple 5 ft./1.524m drops
to concrete

Scanning Technology

Laser
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